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Title Paris Hotels
Client Taschen Books
Usage Large double page map
showing locations of exclusive hotels
in Paris from book- TASACHEN’S PARIS
Hotels,Restaurants and Shops by
Angelika Taschen.
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maps as gifts.
The style of our work
has become broader
with more work being
produced digitally along
side the more traditional
water-colour and ink
drawings.
Maps Illustrated though
continues to offer some
of the best hand-drawn
mapping solutions in
both style and quality for
Publishing, Design and
Private clients.
If you are interested in
commissioning a map
please call or e-mail.

2 Title Axaquia,

Southern Spain
Client Cedar Publishing/
British Airways
Usage Produced to accompany
a travel article focusing on the
unspoilt region of Axaquia in
Southern Spain. The article/map
was published in British Airways
High Life Magazine.

2

was a
great year
for Maps Illustrated as
you will see from the
collection of illustrations
in this promotional
PDF. 2008 has seen a
development and growth
in our client base, the
type of client and type
of work they have
required. The majority
of our clients still come
from the Publishing and
Design Industries, but in
2008 new work has come
directly from businesses
and from private clients
looking for Bespoke

Title Shopping in Europe
Client Value Retail plc
Usage Commissioned by Value
Retail plc for use with their 2008
promotional material promoting their
Chic Shopping Outlets across Europe
with the emphasis on shoppers
travelling from the States and Asia.
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2 Title Sydney Surf Beaches
Client The Economist/
Intelligent Life
Usage This map commissioned
by Martin Lovelock needed to
have a balance between the
ethos of the Intelligent Life
Magazine and the more edgy
subject matter of the article,
while positioned against strong
dramatic photography.

2

Title 36 Hours in Buffalo
Client Organic Gardening
Usage This map of Buffalo is
part of a series of maps for
Organic Gardening Magazine
(USA). The article reads as
a timetable of things to do
and see in each US Town and
the illustration had to convey
the idea that you covered the
different activities on different
days and times. Using a small
clock and colour coding for the
days we managed to convey
this information.
Gavin Robinson, Art
Director comments “I’ve
been working with Maps
Illustrated on a regular basis
for the past 2 years and it
is always a pleasure. There
maps are the perfect blend of
information and visual interest
that I need for the page. They
are always flexible and comes
through with an interesting
solution each issue, what more
can you ask for?”
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2 Title Map of Lhurn
Client Private
Usage I was asked to produce
this map as a wedding gift
for a writer who had written
a fantasy book about the
imaginary Island of Lhurn.
Maxine (the client), gives
her view of the commission
“I wanted an original and
personalised wedding gift so
commissioned Maps Illustrated
to elaborately paint a map my
fiancé had drawn. Always open
to ideas and adding his own
particular brand of artistry, I
now have a beautiful present
that I know my fiancé will
always treasure.”

www.mapsillustrated.com
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2 Title Hadrian’s Wall

2 Title Ynys Hir RSPB
nature reserve
Client Motor Caravan Magazine
Usage From a feature about
visiting the Nature reserve at
Ynys Hir. This map had a strong
personal link as I spent many of
my childhood holidays visiting
this location.
Sarah Collins, Art Director
takes a more pragmatic view
on the commission, ”This
map was to illustrate a walk
in Wales. We wanted a map
that would explain how to do
the walk, but would also be
a piece of artwork in its own
right. Maps Illustrated was the
obvious choice, they have a
flair for drawing complicated
informative maps and making
them look great as well. Having
worked with them before I knew
that they have never failed to
liven up our pages and just as
important, always meets our
tight deadlines.

www.mapsillustrated.com

Client English Heritage
Magazine
Usage English Heritage
Magazine approached me
to do a series of maps and
illustrations regarding Roman
Britain. The two maps here
show Hadrian’s Wall and specific
locations of English Heritage
sites along the Wall. While
the other map shows lines of
communication relating to the
article on Roman Britain.

Title Shangri-la Texas
Client Texas Architect Magazine
Usage Commissioned as one of
four maps including the cover
of the magazine Texas Architect
(http://texasarchitect.org/
ta/200807-cover.jpg)
the magazine of the Texas
Society of Architects. This issue
concerns the regional differences
of Texas and how architects
have taken this on board and
developed a contemporary
version of ‘regional vernacular’.
This image is based on a visitor
attraction on the Texas/Louisiana
border- Shangri-la Botanical
Gardens and Nature Center.

www.mapsillustrated.com

Julie Pizzo, Art director gives
her view of the commission
“I found Maps Illustrated’s work
on-line and contacted them
about illustrating some maps
for Texas Architect magazine.
He was halfway around the
world, but worked like he was
just down the street. He was
always available, completed the
tasks on time, and was easily
approachable when I needed
him to make adjustments. His
professionalism shined when
he took my concept and ran
with it. The illustrations turned
out beautifully and everyone
involved is very happy with the
end result.”
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Title Three Anniversary Maps
Client Private
Usage Commissioned by
a private individual for a
anniversary present for
her partner. Each of the
maps relate to an important
anniversary in the couples life.
The date’s of the events are
written in the corner. The maps
were to be framed as a series
in one frame.
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Title Literary Festivals
Client British Airways-High
Life magazine
Usage With this world map
for British Airways the article
was about Literary Festivals
worldwide so I used the
idea that the map had been
painted into a notebook and
then marked with the ribbon.

2

2

Title The World of Jeans
Client InStyle Magazine
Usage This map was to
accompany an article on the
different Jeans worn around
the world. For this map we
made it look like a leather
patch on jeans with the
stitching making a decorative
border.
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Title Island Retreats
Client British Airways-High
Life magazine
Usage British Airways
needed a world map
showing different Island
retreats around the world
but because it was going
to appear close to other
computer generated images
they wanted the map to
follow this lead.

